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Designing a navigation tool for a car, 
with en-route destination addition function.
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Before diving into designing the 
navigation tool, the basic states 
of an automatic car was 
diagramized. 



on:
Hello (Name of User).

Where would you like to go today?

Where would you like to add on the way to your destination?

There are X options available in order of least distance 
increate in route :

option 1
.
.
.

option X

Which would you like to add to your route?

New route will now include X, with �nal destination as __.
(update path)

I didn’t catch that. Could you repeat that?

I heard (location searched). Would 
you like to set your destination to 

here?

Perfect. 
Would you like to set route by shortest 

time or the cheapest? 

[set according to answer]
Will do! The total distance is (distance) with estimated time 

taken of (estimated time) and estimated time arrival of 
(estimated time of arrival). 

[Start Navigation]

Hi (Name of User). What can I do for you? 

(unintelligable)

unintelligable

You have arrived at your destination!

Recalculating.
(Calculate new route 

from current location)
[Updated Navigation]

I found a “(Location Name)” X miles away. 
Would you like to add this to your route?

location name

no

unintelligable unintelligable unintelligable

unintelligable

unintelligable

unintelligable

wrong turn

add enroute

wrong turn

yes

yes

add destination

change destination

general category
(gas station, super 

market etc)
speci�c store name

Speci�c address

I heard (speci�c address).
Would you like to add this to your 

route?

yes

no
no no

yes Cheapest

shortest

I heard Cheapest. Is that 
correct?

I heard fastest. Is that 
correct?

adding action

no other insturctions

no other insturctions

wrong turn

yes yes
no

no

State Diagram:

Car Navigation System with Adding En Route Destinations



Takeaways from The Wizard of Oz

 After creating the �rst iteration of the design, a Wizard of Oz test was conducted to see if the system was functional and to see 
where improvements could be made.

 One problem I had was the assumption that the Navigation would start from an ‘on’ stage, while the user did not. The user was 
unable to directly address the system which proposed a problem in re-activating in the later stages. For this, I added a name and a 
phrase (“Hello Navi”, Navi being short for Navigation) that it will prompt the system to turn on if o�, and to indicate adding a new 
en-route destination of the system was already in a state of guiding the user to the �nal destination.

 The second problem I found was that the user skipped a few steps by stating the task they wanted the system to accommodate 
before the system knew it was being referred to. This is a problem that could be solved by giving the system speci�c cues on when to 
recognize a task being given, such as saying “Hello Navi” while the system is operating.

 Another problem that was found was that while some tasks were equipped with con�rmation steps before changing stages, others 
were not. This proposed a di�culty for the user in using the system, so for the sake of continuity, I added con�rmation stages to all 
change of states that require an answer that is not ‘yes’ or ‘no’. This would be able to catch the mistakes before the states progress to a 
stage, and could prompt the user in adjusting their answer. For example, if the system returns “I heard “let’s go to 214 Park Road”. Is 
this address correct?” the user would be prompted to change their answer to “214 Park Road” as opposed to “Let’s go to 214 Park 
Road.”

 The last major problem with the �rst state model diagram was it did not specify a state where the detour destination was 
completed. To solve this problem, I added a state for ‘completion of �rst task’ and giving a choice for the user to add another detour, 
continue to �nal destination, or turn o�.

 The diagram with the changes stated above are as followed.



Hello (Name of User).
Where would you like to go today?

Where would you like to add on the way to your destination?
I didn’t catch that. Could you repeat that?

I heard (location 
searched). Is this 

correct?

Perfect. 
Would you like to set route by shortest 

time or the cheapest? 

[set according to answer]
Will do! The total distance is (distance) with estimated time 

taken of (estimated time) and estimated time arrival of 
(estimated time of arrival). 

[Start Navigation]

Hi (Name of User). What can I do for you? 

(unintelligable)

(unintelligable)

You have arrived at your �nal destination. 
Would you like to add a new destination?

Recalculating.
(Calculate new route 
to �nal destination 

from current location)
[Updated Navigation]

location name

no

(unintelligable)

(unintelligable) (unintelligable)

(unintelligable)

(unintelligable)

(unintelligable)

yes

yes

add destination

change destination

general category
(gas station, super 

market etc)
speci�c store name

Speci�c address

yes

no
no no

yes Cheapest

shortest

I heard Cheapest. Is that 
correct?

I heard fastest. Is that 
correct?

propmt adding a new action by 
saying  “Hello Navi”

yes yes
no

no

There are X options available in order of least distance 
increate in route :

option 1
.
.
.

option X

Which would you like to add to your route?

New route will now include X, with �nal destination as (Final 
Destination).
(update path)

I found a “(Location Name)” X miles away. 
Would you like to add this to your route?

I heard (speci�c address).
Is this correct?

State Diagram:

Car Navigation System with Adding En Route Destinations
(version 2)

activate with
”Hello Navi”

o�

Would you like to set 
your destination to 

here?

yes

no

no

 I heard “(Category of 
Locations)”. Would you like 
me to search for “(Category 

of Locations)” en route to 
“(Final Destination)”?

I heard “option x”. Is this correct?

no

yes

yes

 I heard “(speci�c store 
name)”. Would you like me 

to search for “(speci�c 
store)” en route to “(Final 

Destination)”?

yes

no

Would you like to add this to 
your route?

no

yes

Recalculating.
(Calculate new route 
to �nal destination 

from current location)
[Updated Navigation]

wrong turn or 
problem with 
current route

You have arrived at your en route 
destination. Would you like to 

continue to your �nal destination?

route followed correctly

route followed correctly

route followed correctly

route followed correctly

Continuing to your �nal 
destination

yes

route followed correctly

no

wrong turn

**If a response is unintelligable, return “I didn’t catch that. Could you repeat that?” 
and move to the next step once an allowed command is provided by user.

(as shown on left hand side of diagram)**

Okay, goodbye for now! 

no

no

yes

wrong turn or 
problem with 
current route

wrong turn or 
problem with 
current route

wrong turn or 
problem with 
current route



click here for Video
password: uiux2017

As last part of this project, a short video demonstrating 
the use was created.

https://vimeo.com/244146474

